Phylomemetics as a Framework for Bibliographic Synthesis (Paper)

Abstract:

The description of texts based on their title, author, publisher, and with appeals to authority records, has been a cornerstone of bibliographic description as practiced in library catalogues. There are also many parallel or alternative descriptive projects from other fields. Examples of these include fairy tale motifs, literature tropes, character archetypes, story patterns, subject headings, semantic features, citations, allusions, musical influence, theater family trees, and more. Each of these projects represent understandings of texts that are valued by people and could enhance the library catalogue. What is needed is a framework for synthesizing a diversity of descriptions into the catalogue.

1. Introduction

Bibliographic description in library cataloguing has settled on a selection of textual features for the creation of bibliographic records. These textual features are described in rigorous detail in systems like the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules Second Edition (AACR2) and Resource Description and Access (RDA) and include elements such as: Title, Statement of Responsibility, Edition Statement, Numbering of Serials, Publication Statement, Copyright Date, and unique identifiers like ISBNs (RDA, 2019). Due to works existing in many languages as well as many alternate spellings of names, traditional bibliographic description also relies on authorized versions of elements like titles and names to collect together texts (Authorities, 2019).

Beyond traditional bibliographic description for library catalogues there are many diverse projects aiming to describe texts focusing on. Two examples are citations and descriptions of recurring motifs in fairy tales. These projects are pursued because people value many diverse descriptions of texts. Some of these projects distinguish more granular descriptions of texts, breaking the text down into many discrete components. Other projects focus on creating connections between texts, situating each work in a broader context.

The library catalogue could serve as the nexus where many of these diverse descriptions are brought together and are made available to all catalogue users. Simply adding the information from many projects may allow interesting results to emerge, but we may be able to provide a scaffold or framework to allow these different descriptions to do more than simply sit side-by-side.

2. Phylomemetics

There are many parallel bibliographic description projects, a selection of which will be discussed below. Incorporating any one of them into the library catalogue, for example tagging relevant works with fairytale motifs or adding citation links, would be a significant endeavor.
Noticing the commonalities of these various parallel bibliographic description projects may allow us to develop standards that would ease the integration of them into the catalogue, if desired.

Without delving into the particulars of any specific project just yet, we can notice that there are at least two types of projects: Ones that create more granular descriptions and ones that create connections between texts.

We can make an analogy with evolutionary biology to see how these description types are actually complementary. Biology may seem an odd choice as a source of inspiration for cataloguing, however, the classification of species (taxonomy) in particular has a number of analogous concerns to cataloguing. Cataloguing is concerned with naming and organizing texts, while taxonomy is the “scientific discipline concerned with naming and classifying the diverse forms of life” (Urry et al, 2017).

The modern conception of evolution is composed of two important elements: genes and descent with modification. Credit for these ideas is usually given to Gregor Mendel and Charles Darwin respectively. This modern version of the theory of evolution is called the Neo-Darwinian Synthesis, and its study is called phylogenetics. Phylogenetics reveals that the change in the composition of genes is the modification that happens during descent.

The question the theory of evolution seeks to answer is: What explains the diversity of life? We can ask an analogous question: How can we characterize the diversity of texts?

Historically, two schools developed to explain the diversity of life. Mendel deduced not only the existence of discrete hereditary units (genes) but also that the units were present in pairs in the pea plant, as well as other organisms (Britannica, 2022). We can identify analogous discrete units in texts such as motifs, themes, archetypes, patterns, tropes, and clichés, or more generally: memes. Like genes, memes can exist as many different levels of abstraction, sometimes appearing in a single sentence, or sometimes spread out across an entire book. Through mutation or chance genes or memes could end up appearing in any organism or text.

Darwinians noted that empirical evidence indicated that variation was continuous in most organisms, not discrete as Mendelism seemed to predict, species change fluidly with time, sometimes called adaptive radiation (Britannica, 2022). Individuals of a species would be expected to be some variation of their parents, with no discrete jumps. By analogy texts could be thought of as emerging from a particular cultural milieu or be situated in a particular genre or academic tradition. In this way texts can be seen as carrying the imprint of what came before, but also bound to that legacy, though not permanently, and not in a clearly definable way.

Like biological species, texts can be understood as both being made up of decomposable components in a Mendelian fashion, and being the product of influences inherited from previous texts in a Darwinian fashion. We can understand most parallel bibliographic description projects as either Mendelian or Darwinian. This suggests the possibility of a synthesis of bibliographic descriptions and the library catalogue, as potentially the most complete repository of texts, is well suited to being the site of such an undertaking. By analogy to phylogenetics the study of texts from this perspective has been named phylomemetics (Howe & Windram, 2011).
3. **Mendelian Projects**

   The idea of applying biological models to cultural phenomena has gathered momentum following Dawkins’s articulation of the meme in *The Selfish Gene*. Susan Blackmore re-stated the definition of memes as: “whatever is copied from one person to another person, whether habits, skills, songs, stories, or any other kind of information. Memes, like genes, are replicators in the sense as defined by Dawkins.” In other words, if genes are the units of biological inheritance, memes are the units of cultural inheritance. Memes can exist at various levels of abstraction and can be difficult to pick out. The goal of Mendelian description projects is identifying various memes.

   Brief descriptions of a number of Mendelian bibliographic description projects follows:

1. **Fairy Tale Motifs**
   
   The Aarne–Thompson–Uther Index (ATU Index) is a catalogue of folktale types used in folklore studies (Uther, 2004). The ATU Index describes hundreds of story patterns. Vladimir Propp’s *Morphology of the Folktale* is similar, but focused on Russian folklore (Propp, 1968).

2. **Literary Criticism**

   There is a long history of describing and analyzing the components of stories. Character archetypes or stock characters abound, such as ‘The Gladiator’ (Steenberg, 2020) or ‘The Crone’ (Becvar, 2005). There is also work done on the types of plot structure, from Joseph Campbell’s monomyth (Campbell, 1949) to Christopher Booker’s *Seven Basic Plots* (Booker, 2004). Finally, there is the identification of symbolism, such as the apple as a symbol of discord in Greek and Roman literature (Littlewood, 1968) and the white horse as a symbol of life and death (Despenser, 2004).

3. **Science Fiction and Fantasy Conceits**

   Like literary criticism generally, there is considerable effort to classify the conceits of various genres, science fiction and fantasy has been particularly fruitful. Clare Winger Harris’s 1931 list of science fiction story types was foundational (Jones, 2020). The 1952 *Fantasy Classification System* by Alastair Cameron “does a credible job of providing a classification scheme for all of science fiction” (Bray, 2020). The *Historical Dictionary of Science Fiction* is an offshoot of a project begun by the Oxford English Dictionary, now edited by Jesse Sheidlower, lists the definitions and origins of many terms (Sheidlower, 2022).

4. **TvTropes**

   “TV Tropes is a wiki documenting, in a fairly informal manner, the various conventions of fiction” (TvTropes, 2021). It collects and describes tropes and links them to works across television, film, and literature. Tropes “can be a plot trick, a setup, a narrative structure, a character type, a linguistic idiom” (TvTropes, 2021). The tropes available include many of the types and examples seen above.

5. **Structured Scientific Concepts**

   The process of science itself has also seen its various elements isolated and described. Structured models of scientific concepts are used as a basis for organizing, accessing, and using learning materials (Smith et al, 2002). There are efforts to quantify the rise and fall of scientific
fields (Singh, et al, 2021). Finally, an ontology of research methods and experiments has been created (Soldatova & King, 2006).

6. Music Basic Concepts

In the domain of music Szostak and Smiraglia are creating the Basic Concepts Classification (Szostak & Smiraglia, 2019). There are also efforts to use social tagging for music information retrieval (Lamere, 2008). Finally, there is work being done to describe how musical styles propagate through time (Jan, 1999).

7. Subject Headings

It is also valuable to mention the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) which are a collection of terms for describing the content of a wide variety of texts. Each term sits in relation to other terms, being either broader, narrower, or a more amorphous related term. Usually a relatively small number of terms is assigned to each text representing its dominant memetic content. The Library of Congress also maintains the Subject Authority Headings service, which includes the LCSH as well as terms for genre and form for library and archival materials, as well as Children's Subject Headings (Library of Congress, 2015).

4. Darwinian Projects

Noticing the influence of one text on another is as old as the first re-telling of a story. Allusions, quotations, and references have been enriching works for longer than is worth mentioning. Many projects exist that attempt to map these lines of influence between texts, sometimes going as far as to build family trees. We can label these as Darwinian description projects.

1. Citations

The classic example of a relationship of influence in scholarship is the citation. It is not always clear what exactly is being inherited, just that there is a connection between the texts. Citation analysis has been used as the basis for discovering lines of descent propagating through multiple generations of articles (Asubiaro, 2021).

2. Literary Criticism

Beyond the allusions, quotations and references mentioned above, literary criticism has a variety of subfields. One looks for implied missing documents like the hypothesized Q source for the Bible (Scholer, 1990). There is also stemmatics, which creates visualizations of the connections between texts. For example, Maas created a computer generated relationship diagram of fifty-two versions of Carakasamhita Vimānasthāna, a diagram that bares a noticeable resemblance to a family tree (Maas, 2009). There are also semantic web projects, such as linking the works related to Jane Austen (Jane-athon, 2015).

3. Genealogy of Plays

Theater is full of works taking inspiration from those that have gone before. Sometimes this connection is due to being an explicit and intentional retelling, like West Side Story being an adaptation of Romeo and Julliet. Less clear connections are the subject of critical inquiry. For example, Williams maps out the lines of influence of A Midsummer Night's Dream (Williams, 1997).
4. Scientific Topic Evolution

While video game tech trees may give the impression that the connections between various scientific insights and fields is well understood (Ghys, 2012), mapping these connections is very much an active field of investigation. While Asimov's Chronology of Science and Discovery was formative, it simply lists events deemed important chronologically (Asimov, 1989). The question of scientific topic evolution has begun to be addressed more directly (Li et al, 2021). This involves collecting as searching for correlations in large archives of scientific papers (Li, 2021)(Jeantet, 2021) or machine learning (Bentley et al, 2021).

5. Music Evolution

Music often has strong connections to past works. The evolution of electronic music has been reconstructed in one project (Youngblood et al, 2021). Other projects look at the evolution of music across genres (Savage, 2020) and across cultures (Savage et al, 2020).

5. Synthesis

By understanding texts as sitting in evolutionary relationships to each other we can create standards which allow parallel bibliographic description projects to be compatible with library catalogue and each other. By analogy with phylogenetics we can outline a phylomemetic synthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Mendelian Projects - memes</th>
<th>Darwinian Projects - descent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storytelling/</td>
<td>Literary Criticism: Character Archetypes, Plot Structure Science Fiction and Fantasy Conceits Fairy Tale Motifs TvTropes</td>
<td>Literary Criticism: Stemmatics Genealogy of Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairy Tales/ Theater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>Ontology of Research Methods Subject Headings</td>
<td>Citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Structured Scientific Concepts Ontology of Research Methods</td>
<td>Scientific Topic Evolution Asimov’s timeline of science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Music Basic Concepts</td>
<td>Music Evolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mendelian and Darwinian bibliographic description projects across several domains

Neither this list of domains nor this list projects is exhaustive. A possible additional domain is cookbooks. From a Mendelian perspective each recipe would consist of granular components like ingredients and cooking methods, or even the symbolism or perception of healthiness of the foods. From a Darwinian perspective each recipe also experiences modification over time.

Returning to the notion of a synthesis, we are left with the question of what bringing all these projects together would look like and what functionality doing so might enable.
Stemmatics illustrates the sort of complex family tree visualizations that would be possible. These visualizations could in principle be dynamically generated from any Darwinian project’s data.

The real power of the phylomemetic synthesis is rooted in its analogy with biology. If two species share a gene we can infer that their common ancestor likely shared that gene as well (Urry et al., 2017). Similarly, if two texts share a meme we can infer that their common ancestor likely shared that meme as well. This could be useful for guiding textual criticism. But it could also allow the catalogue to suggest some components for the record of an as yet uncatalogued text.

Additionally, if two species share a considerable amount of genetic material, we can infer that they are somewhat closely related, even if that connection has not yet been otherwise established. And so it could go with texts.

6. Conclusion

Phylomemetics is a high-level abstract framework for the unification of many different projects and efforts into the library catalogue. While the general idea is still at a somewhat early stage, phylomemetics represents a way of making space for many alternative bibliographic description projects, inviting them into the library catalogue to enrich us all.

Several possibilities for what that enrichment may look like can be ventured, even at this early stage. For example, Phylomemetics provides a framework under which metadata generated from outside the library cataloguing community could be integrated into the catalogue. Perhaps in the future this could serve as a model for incorporating user participation in the catalogue in a productive manner.

Another possibility is that of visualizations. These enriched catalogue records could be used to generate family trees of works, or cladograms of particular memes. These visualizations could provide users with new methods of browsing the collection.

Much work still needs to be done before these possibilities become actualities, but we have the opportunity now to invite in these parallel cataloging projects.
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